East Neuk Wobblers Trials Club
Affiliated to the:AMCA 28,Navigational Way,Cannock,Staffs,WS11 7XU

Trials Convener: Allan Adamson
Date:
Trials Secretary:
Venue:
Authorisation No: MT
First Name’s:.................................... ............. Surname:..............................................................
Address:........................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................
Post Code:....................................................
Phone:.......................................................... E-Mail:..................................................................
AMCA Licence No:....................................... Club Membership No:...........................................
Date of Birth if Under 18 years of age:.......................................................................................
Bike:......................................... CC:.............
Class: A’ Route
School Boy: A
B
C
D
B’Route
IMDEMNITY
Twin shock
HELMETS TO BE WORN AS PER AMCA RULES.
Declaration:Motor Sport can be dangerous and may involve injury or death.You must read and agree to the following declaration and paragraphs below which
are designed to create a legally binding relationship in return for you being allowed to enter and compete.
1. I confirm that the information in this entry form and the information and my acceptance of the terms of my competiotion licence are correct
2. I confirm that I understand the nature of the competition I am entering and I am competent to take part.
3. I confirm that any machine I use will comply with the regulations and will be safe and fit for use in any competition
4. Before taking part in the event I will ensure (Unless Prohibited) that I have inspected the venue, track, facilities and geographical features and that I am
satified that it is safe for me to compete.
5. I will not take part if I have any doubt about my ability or safty of the venue
6. I accept that the competition in motor sport may involve the risk of injury or death and agree to take part at my own risk
7. Before taking part in the event I will read and be bound by and comply with the general regulations,any supplements and final instructions issued by the
AMCA,the organisers and the circuit owners and the reglatory body
8. I will not participate whilst under the influence of alcahol or intoxicating drugs and that if I am taking any prescribed medication I will inform the event
organisers and seek approval to participate befor taking part.
9. If under the age of 18,my parent or Guardian has read the above and signed the declaration below.
Parent/Guardian Declaration and Agreement to allow the applicant to enter the compatition you must agree to the matters set out below are designed to
create legal obligation on you,sign below if you agree.
I.............................................................(Print Name) am parent/legal Guardian of ................................................................
a) I have read the entry from and declaration completed by the applicant and confirm the answers are true
b)I confirm that he/she is competent to take part in the event and that any machine which he/she will use is safe and fit for competition
c) I will,befor allowing him/her to take part,satisfy myself that the course and facilaties are safe and will inspect same
d)I also herby AGREE that if the applicat should sustain any injuryfrom any cause whilst taking part in the event and as a result being claimed for
compensation against you or the organisers or officials or sponsors or entrant or owners of the venue I WILL INDEMNIFY and PAY BACK TO YOU any sum
which you may be requierd to pay as a result of such a claim.
E) I also herby AGREE to allow any photographs taken to be displayed on the web site or published in the local papers

Signature of Parent/Guardian:......................................................................... Date:............................................... ...............

Address (if different from the applicant).......................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................. .........................................
Entrants Signature:.................................................................................. Date:.....................................................

